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It's official:The National Pork Board
says it knows'unicoms don't exist
The industry group says it was only
protecting its trademark when it
issued cease-and-desist warning to
online retailerThinkGeek for calling a
fake unicorn meat product"the new
white meat."
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Lightning sparks fire at Pointe
Blaze forces relocation of five residents
MONIQUE VALDES
Opinions Editor

A fire caused by a lightning strike damaged the
ceiling of a bµilding at Pegasus Pointe on Sunday afternoon, forcing five residents
to relocate, according to an
incident report released by
Orange County Fire Rescue.
There were no injuries,
and all residents were evacuated from the building,

according to UCFNews &
Information.
At the time of the fire,
there was a heavy storm
with lightning in the area.
Orange County Fire Rescue responded to the call at
3:15 p.m. There had been
calls about alanns going off
in Buildings 2 and 3. Firefighters, EMTs and paramedics arrived on the
scene.
On initial investigation,

fire rescue found nothing in
the two buildings.
When :maintenance was
called to reset the systems, a
building security guard
approached a firefighter
and pointed to "brown turbulent ~make issuing from
the ridge vent ofBuilding l,"
according to the incident
report.
Paramedic James Moody
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Firefighters and emergency personnel work to contain afire at Pegasus Pointe
that was started after lightning struckSunday afternoon.

WESTERN
BATTLE Of THE

SEXES

New York City's famous Naked
Cowboy wan15 a bikini-dad woman
who calls hersetflhe Naked Cowgirt to
· stop ripping offhis trademarl<.
The Times Square cowboiwhose real
name is Robert Burck, is known for
strumming his guitar wearing only
briefs and acowbo1 hat He has sent a
cease-and-desist letter to Sandy
Kane,who wears a red, white and
bluecowboy hat and matching bikini.

Having plan after
attack key for victims
MEGHAN LINDNER
Online News Editor

m

Every day, college students are at
risk of being slipped a date rape
drug.
It can happen when you go out
for drinks or accept food from
someone you don't know. It can
happen when you accept food or
drinks from someone you do know.
Anyone is at risk.
According to the Drug Enforcement Administration's website, date
rape drugs are those used to aid in
sexual assault and are most commonly found in bars, nightclubs,
raves and gyms.
The drugs include GHB, GBL
and benzodiazepines such as
rohypnol (roofies). Alcohol, by
· itself, can be used to aide sexual
assault
The DEA'.s website describes
date rape drugs as undetectable.
They have no odor or taste. Once
ingested, they quickly exit the body.
Most people do not know they have
been drugged because of memory
loss, which can last up to 12 hours.
Unfortunately, knowing what to
do when you or someone you know
believes their food .or drink has
been spiked isn't common knowledge. However, students have many
places that they can tum to for help.
UCF offers assistance and programs such as Victim Services with
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Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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DISCUSSION OF
• FEDERAL BUDGET
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The College of Health &Public
Affairs invites the public to discuss
what is going on with the federal
budget. The discussion will be
held Saturdayfrom 11 :30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.in the Institution for
Simulation and Training building.
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Aman's bodywas found outside of
Cleveland Elementary School on
Wednesdaymorning.Aperson
discoveredthe body and informed
a janitor.The body is unidentified,
but there is upper body trauma.

BOYFRIEND CHARGED
IN MISSING
WOMAN'S DEATH
Billy Ashton Sr. was arrested
Tuesdayin Ocala. Heis chargedfor
second-degree murder in the
death of his girlfriend, Christine
Wiles.Wiles has been missing
since 2007.
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'It's going to be
a one-stop shop
providing many
services to
veterans.
It will help veterans feel
better on
campus while
making campus
more veteran
friendly.'
- JIM MIDDLEKAUFF
ASSISTANTUNIVERSITY REGISTRAR
IN THEOFFICE OFVETERANSERVICES

ADVOCATESON A4

Veteran Services to ship ~ut to new post
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

The Office of Veteran
Services will have a new
home in the Arena come
fall
The Veteran's Academic
Resource Center will open
in November and provide
veterans with their own
space on campus.
''This new building will
give us a stronger presence
on campus and be a place
for veterans," said Tim
Robison, a junior information technology major, Veteran
Services
Office
employee and army veter-

an.
Jim Middlekauff, the
assistant university registrar
in the Office of Veteran Ser-

vices, hopes the new office
will improve veteran relations, provide better services and help the veteran
community.
.
"It's going to be a onestop shop providing many
services to veterans;' Middlekauff said. "It will help
veterans feel better on campus while making campus
more veteran friendly.''
The new office will be
located inside the Arena
beside funmy John's, a,cross
from Tower 3 on the northeast side of campus and features six offices, a common
room lounge and four study
rooms.
Currently, the 3,400square-foot office is nothing
but "dirt floors," Middlekauff said, with construe-

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

The newVeteranServices Office will be located inthe Arena next to Jimmy John~
with a grand opening scheduled !n November.

tion beginning in July. Construction is tentatively set to
be complete by the beginning of September, with a
grand opening in Novem-

ber.
The Veteran Services
Office will maintain its curPLEASESEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Learn how to Tumitin.com
The Faculty Center For
Teaching and Learning
asks that graduate advisors and teachers sign up
for a Turnitin account
. The workshop will provide information on learning how and when to use it
today from 10 a.m. to 11:30
am. in Room 207 of the
Classroom I Building.
Contact Eric Main byemail
at
emain@mail.ucf.edu.

TIie Student Newspaperat I/CFsina 1968

June 24, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 40 • 14 Pages
The Ctn/ml Flotfdo Future is the independen~ studaitwritten newspaper at the University of Cfntral Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not ne(essarily those of the editorial staff
or the Univei,ity administration. All content is property
of the Centro/ FloridaFuture andmay not be reprinted In
part orin whole without permission from the publisher.

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

Discussion on federal budget
The College of Health
& Public Affairs invites the
general public to talk
about what is going on
with the federal budget
Those in attendance
will learn from the
experts. Any recommendations and comments
from participants will be
submitted to the America
Speaks organization.
The discussion will be
held on Saturday from
ll:30am.to2~0p.m.atthe
Institute for Simulation
and Training Building.
Contact Dr. Thomas
Bryer for more information at 407-823-0410.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Man's body found outside
Tampa elementary school
TAMPA - A man's
body was found outside of
Cleveland
Elementary
School Wednesday morning.
Police are investigating
the suspicious death after a
person · discovered the
body and informed a janitor. According to authorities, the victim has not
been identified but has suffered upper body trauma

Missing woman's boyfriend
facing murder charges
OCALA - Billy Joe
Ashton Sr. was arrested
Tuesday only hours after
being sentenced for illegal
possession of a gun.
Ashton Sr. was charged
with second-degree mur- ·
der in connection with the
death of his girlfriend,
Christine Wtles.
Wtles has been missing
since April 20oz Investigators have conducted at
least
four
extensive
searches of the Ocala
National Forest. Ashton is
being held at the Marion
County Jail.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The· Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you lmow of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com
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News Editor
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Online News Editor
The outpouring of emotion
from fans around the world captured the moment. The internaofloss was palpable.
tional
The collective mourning which was part hysteria and part
disbelief - was unlike anything
we've seen since the unexpected deaths of Elvis Presley and
Princess Diana
"There are a lot of people
who have been attached to
Michael Jackson," says Dr. Alvin
Poussaint, professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School,
during a telephone interview
from Boston. "They feel they
have lost access to Michael's
creativity:' ·
If the world's·population is
an estimated 6.8 billion, it
seemed 6.5 billion of them
offered a visceral reaction to
Michael's death.
Academy Award-winning
director Martin Scorsese was
quoted as saying of Jackson:
''Michael Jackson was extraordinary. Wh~n we worked together
on 'Bad' (music video), I was in
awe of his absolute mastery of
movement on the one hand, and
of the music on the other. Every
step he took was absolutely precise and fluid at the same time."
"It was like watching quicksilver in motion. He was wonderful to work with, an absolute
professional at all times, and it really goes without saying - a
true artist. It will be a while
before I can get used to the idea
that he's no longer with us."
The general"public adamantly displayed an insatiable
appetite for the ATM: All
Things Mike.
As CNN president Jonathan
Klein said during a Michael
Jackson panel discussion in
2009 at the annual National
Association of Black Journalists
Convention in Tampa: "There
was such an enormous interest
in this story. We were overwhelmed, globally. And we are a
global network."
And the incessant media
coverage showed: For three
weeks straight, CNN's Larry
King Live, for instance, featured
at least one segment on Jackson
after his death.

sense

Furthermore, according to
Howard Kurtz, Washington
Post media critic and host of
CNNs Reliable Sources, on the
day of Jackson's death, CNNs
ratings skyrocketed 937 percent
at one point, MSNBC's 330 percent and Fox's 243 percent.
And newspapers such as the
New York Post and New York
Daily News produced special
sections, replete with double. page-sized pullout posters of
Jackson.
Says Richard Prince, Internet media columnist for the
Maynard Institute for Journalism Education: "In this media
environment, when there are
websites and media outlets for
everyone's particular interest, I
don't think you can say there
was too much media coverage
of Michael Jackson
"But I didn't see enough
analysis about why the choices
Michael Jackson made in his life
led to his demise, and what that
should tell the rest of us about
the society that we have created. Ifthis is what you have to do
to become a megastar, is it
worth it? He felt that he had to
wear wigs and have plastic surgery to conform to what he
believed was people's expectations ofwhat a superstar should
look like. Then suddenly, he
didn't look like a black person
anymore."
Remember, in the early minutes following the news of Jackson's death, AT&T reported
that 65,000 text messages were
transmitted per second (normal traffic was 40,000). Klein
said CNN's Internet traffic
increased fivefold from the
time of Jackson's death to the
memorial service held at Los
Angeles' Staples Center on July
7, 2009.
The attendees paid tribute
to Michael for his innovation,
and, yes he was a pioneer, too.
Bryan Monroe, former vice
president and editorial director
for Ebony magazine, is widely
credited with conducting the
last one-on-one, domestic
interview with Jackson, which
appeared in the publication
December 20oz

Meghan Lindner x213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor
· Monique Valdes x213
Opinions.CFF@gma1Lcom

When speaking ofshattering
a glass ceiling at MTV; Jackson
told Ebony: "They came right
out and said it - they wouldn't
play my music. It broke my
heart I refuse to be ignored. So
I came up with 'Tirriller' and I
was always trying to outdo
myself ... But when they played
'Billie Jean,' it set the all-time
record. Then they were asking
me for everything we had.
"They were lmocking our
door down Then.Prince came;
it opened the door for Prince
and all the other black artists ..:•
The week of Jackson's death
seemed surreal That Tuesday ·
(June 23), Ed McMahon, Johnny
Carson's longtime sidekick on
The Tonight Show, died at 86 of
multiple health problems; then,
early afternoon on that Thursday (June 25), actress Farrah
Fawcett died of cancer at 62;
later that afternoon, we wer e
shocked by the news flash of
Jackson's death at 50.
Says Poussaint, who has
appeared on such television
shows as Nightline: 1'Michael
Jackson had a lot of signs of a
troubled life - his anxiety, his
vitiligo (skin-whitening condition). People could see he was a
delicate human being."
Delicate, but still profitable
after death.
According tQ Forbes.com,
Jackson was the third-highest
earning dead celebrity in 2009.
In the four months after his
death, Jackson's estate earned
approximately $90 million,
behind only fashion designer
Yves St. Laurent ($350 million)
and
musical
composers
Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein ($235 million);
Behind Jackson was Elvis Presley, at $55 million.
· Could Jackson's deafho just as
Elvis', also become sort of a
mystery theater? Famous
celebrity plus mysterious death
often equals a ripe GOCktail for
conspiracy theorists.
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Residents allowed home as Ariz. fire persists
MICHELE PRICE
Associated Press

•
•

•
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•
•

FLAGSTAFF, Ariz.
An estimated 1,000 people
who were forced to flee
their homes because of a
forest fire outside Flagstaff
were being allowed to
return Wednesday morning.
Homeowners and their
families began to trickle
into the evacuated neighborhoods at 8 a.m. They
had left their homes Sunday after the fire erupted
just north of the northern
Arizona city that is home
to 60,000 people.
''We're very glad," said

resident Lula Whitehair, southern flank of the fire
49. ''When we saw that fire to keep it from surging
coming, we thought the back toward the city.
worst."
Meanwhile, firefighters
Crews had enough con- aided by air tankers and
fidence in their fire lines to helicopters were trying to
give the local sheriff the stop its growth to the
OK to lift the evacuation . north.
order, but he warned resiEfforts to fight the blaze
dents · to be prepared to · will likely continue for at
leave again if necessary.
least two weeks, incident
The battle against the commander
Dugger
22-square-mile Schultz Hughes said late Tuesday.
fire was far from over. At
"It's going to be a long
least 10 miles of fire line haul," he said. "But it's
still needed to be complet- looking good."
ed, and the blaze was just
The fire's southern
20 percent contained. edge is about five miles
Crews
Wednesday from Flagstaff.
planned to secure and
Two heavy air tankers
widen the line on the helped fight the blaze

reported and no structures
have burned
The blaze tore though
stands of ponderosa pine
that ring the city and rise
up the slopes of nearby
mountains. Conditions are
dry,
despite
record
amounts of snowfall in the
area last winter.
Authorities said a
campfire also was to
blame for a smaller fire in
southeast Flagstaff Campfires will be prohibited in
three Arizona forests starting Wednesday.
The southeast Flagstaff

FROM

Al

MATT YORK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tim Snyder, of the Chino Valley Fire Dept., wraps up a hose on his engine during a mop up on the Schultz Fire late Tuesday in
Flagstaff, Ariz•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Firefighters work in the rain Sunday afternoon, trying to put out afire at
Pegasus Pointe. The damage displaced five residents.
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would. not allow the Future
to speak to residents about
the incident
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fire was 80 percent contained Tuesday afternoon,
and a third fire 11 miles
northeast of Williams was
expected to be fully contained Wednesday.
Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer toured the fire area
Tuesday. Earlier in the day,
she spoke with President
Barack · Obama, who
assured her of the federal
government's continued
support in firefighting
efforts. Two requests from
the state for federal fire
management assistance
funds have been granted.

Several apartments
suffer water damage

passed
through
the
breezeways on all three
floors of Building 1 in an
attempt to further evacu. ate the building.
•
When he pulled the
alarm on the first floor of
the building, it didn't
sound
The reason for the
alarm's failure has yet to be
determined
·
The incident report
stated that Moody made
his way to the third floor,
where two firefighters had
• already begun to pull ceiling in the breezeway to get
to the source of the fire.
fire was then knocked
• The
down and confined to the
attic. It took three firefighters to contain and then put
out the fire.
Part of the building was
blocked off temporarily
., after the fire but is now
accessible.
FLA-CAT, a full-service
insurance restoration contractor, has been on the
scene since.
Pegasw; Pointe is a
UCF-afftliated student
housing complex located
on A1afaya 'frail.
According to Chad
Binette, the associate
director of UCF News &
Information, UCF Housing and Residence Life
staff were able to assist the
II
five students not able to
return to their apartments.
According to the incident report, several of the
ap~ents also suffered
water damage.
This isn't the first time
• a fire has occurred at Pegasus Pointe.
In November 2004, an
unattended
cigarette
caused a fire at Building ll.
The building had to be
rebuilt
Coincidentally the fire
on Sunday happened the
first day of Lightning Safe- ·
ty Awareness Week.
According to the
National Weather Service,
Florida is the lightning
capital of North America,
with ~ average of 14 mil-

,.

Tuesday,
said
fire
spokesman Eric Neitzel.
The tankers, pa.rt of 19
under contract through
the U.S. Forest Service to
fight fires across the country, are capable of carrying
more than 2,000 gallons of
fire retardant used to slow
the spread of fire. Nearly
1,000 firefighters were battling the blaze.
Authorities said the fire
was started by an abandoned campfire, and
strong winds quickly
fanned the flames. No
major injuries have been
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Advocates help victims review their options
FROM Al

U.S. crime scene

Prevention and Intervention Services, the on-campus Health Center and the
UCF Police Department
Victim Services offers
advocacy services to assist
members of the UCF community who have been victimized
Advocates are available
to assist students if they
wish to seek counseling,
medical attention or file a
police report It is an advocate's job to guide them
through the process of their
choosing.
'We are a 24-hour program, so someone can
access an advocate 24 hours The UCF Counseling Center, next to the Health Center, is one of several outlets for students who have been victimized.
a day," said Christine Moutim but knows someone
ton, coordinator advocate was coming into our office," occurred
If the victim wishes to who is, it is best to stay by
for UCF Victim Services. Moutonsaid
"Initially, it's phone call
Victim Services also has report to the police, the the person and be prepared
They can explain to the an e-mail service called sooner they seek help, the to offer as much informabetter. Forensic evidence tion as possible to the
advocate what the situation ''.Ask an Advocate."
''Ifanyone has a question can be collected up to 72 police.
is, and then based on the sit"It depends on if it's a
uation, the advocate can or concern they can always hours after a crime.
e-mail '.Ask an Advocate,'
The UCF Police Depart- person known or if this is a
give them options."
Victims can choose to and they will get a ment can take a report, find stranger kind of thing,"
access forensic exams, file a response," Mouton said. out if the victim wishes to Emert said ''If it's a friend, I
police report and make '"Ibey will get some direc- press charges, or do an would hope they'd stay
emergency. appointments tion, some options,· refer- investigation if the suspect close and go to the hospital
at the women's clinic or rals. They can schedule for is unknown and the victim with the possible victim.
But at the very least, be
an appointment to come in wants to prosecute.
counseling center.
According to Officer aware of their health."
Letters to professors for and meet with an advocate,
In order to be safe and
students whose class sched- or they can just talk to an Jeannette Emert of the UCF
police, the best course of have fun when drinking,
ule may have been affected advocate over the phone:'
. There is not a set-in- action if one believes he or Emert advised students to
are also provided The letters do not disclose any stone reaction to being a she has been given a date stay with friends. Students
victim. Mouton said every rape drug is to seek medical . should also be aware of
information
their surroundings.
Even if you are not the victim is different and attention
"First, as soon as a perAccording to the UCF
person who has been vic- should do what is comfortson thinks something·has Police Department's webtimized, it is always-l5est to able for him or her.
"It's really different for been given to them, they . site, students should never
help someone seek help for
everybody, because every- should go to an emergency leave their drinks unattendhimself or herself:
"You can't make some- body is unique, and every- room with someone else ed If a bartender is preparbody come, but you can just body has already had differ- driving," Emert said. '½. ing someone's drink, it is
be that person that says ent life experiences once friend, parent or even an best to watch the drink
there are resources on cam- they get to that point,'' she ambulance will do. Next, as being made.
Students should always
pus that will help you and said ''If they want to know the victim, decide what you
go out with friends and have
that they are confidential," what their options are, they want to do about it"
·aren't sure what t<i> do or
Emert also said that a a designated driver. If someMoutonsaid
Victim Services is locat- they just feel- traumatized victim should have some thing happens, they should
ed-off campus on Research and unsure of what's avail- form of identification and seek medical a~ention right
able, then obviously the best anideaofwhathappened
away.
Parkway.
It is helpful for victims to
''Have a plan of action of
'We're in the same build- thing is to call the advocate:'
Mouton said that J;ielp know when their food or what to do so you don't
ing as the medical school, so
panic if it happens to you or
it's confidential. No one can be offered at any time, drink was left unattended
Ifsomeone is not the vie- your friend," Emert said
would know that person even days after a crime

a

U.S. crime was down across
the board In 2007 when

compared with the previous
year. Violent crimes
decreased 1.4.percent.

Across the nation
Percent change, 2006-2007
Murder
Robbery
Burglary
Motor
vehicle theft
Property
crime
Rape
EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Aggravated
assault

Being slipped a date rape
Arson
drug is a situation that is
completely avoidable.·UCF Larceny/
Prevention and Interven- theft
tion Services offer programs so students can learn 02008MCT
$ouroe; U.S. Fad&ral Bureau of Investigation
how to make healthy deci- Graphic; Angela Smith
sions when it comes to
than they used to be, but
drugs and alcohol
"The REAL Project" students still need to take
offers a program called steps to prevent themselves
from being slipped someConcealed Weapons.
"During this program, thing.
Iris Y. Cruz, assistant
students have the opportunity to learn about the pos- director ofUCF Prevention
sibility of drug-induced sex- and Intervention Services,
ual assault and how to avoid urged those who believe
becoming a victim of non- they have been given a date
consensual drug use and/or rape drug to contact Victim
sexual
assault,''
said Services.
Stephanie Spies, program
"Understandably, a stucoordinator of Prevention dent in such a situation may
and Intervention Services.
feel scared or alone, and our
The program also · clinicians help students
addresses consent to sex become connected to
and how to make safer resources available to
decisions when it comes to them,'' Cruz said ''In doing
alcohol and its impact on so, our goal is to empower
decision-making and sex.
students to get the support
According to Spies, alco- that they may need to effechol is the No. 1 date rape tively cope with such a diffidrug. This is because alco- cult event in their life. Addihol is easy to access, legal if tionally,
we
provide
you are older than 21 and students with information
people do not think ofit as a that can help them change
date rape drug.
their alcohol use in order to
Spies said that date rape decrease the likelihood of
drugs such as GHB and another such event from
rohypnol are less common occurring in the future:'
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New office will benefit more than veterans
FROM

Al

rent space in the registrar's
office until the end of
December before moving
all operations to the new
space.
Veteran Services will still
be maintained under the
registrar's umbrella and
• offer select services of the
that office, such as changeof-major forms.
"The new office will be
,., good for work," said Seth
Grubb, a junior micro and
molecular biology major,
• Veteran Services Office
employee and army veteran.
'We won't have to piggyback off the registrar's
~
office. We'll have our own
area I think we needed that.
We don't really have a place
of our own on campus."
Veteran Services signed
••
the lease with the Arena for
the next four years with an
• option for a fifth, choosing
the space in the Arena
because it "was one of the
places on campus that had
,, the space," according to
Mark Allen Poisel, associate
vice president of Student
Development and Enroll,it
ment Services.
Construction · on the
existing space will cost
between $300,000 and
• $400,000, with $300,000
coming out of the provost's
budget, and the .r emaining
" difference being covered by
the student development
and enrollment board,
according to Poisel.
This total accounts for all
build-out costs for the
offices and study rooms,
., including fixtures, furniture,
design and construction
The connecting study
spaces are available to all
• students, not just veterans,
and will be open until 11
p.m., even though the Veteran Services Office will close
" at 5 p.m. or 5:30 p.m.,
depending on the day ofthe
week.
The study spaces can be
>

..

Cost of fighting wars felt decades later
Expenses related to compensating disabled war veterans have shot higher In recent years, with those who served In Vietnam accounting
for 45 cents of every dollar spent.

Total claims and annual costs as of Jan. 5, 2010
1...,.
World War fl
Out ot more than
2.2 mlllion llvlng
vets, about 240,000
receive benefits,
down from more
than 400,000 in
2003

. 240,401 clan

$2.tllllllon

1t80t ,

1870.

Korean War
The number
of vets in the
system has .fallen
slightly each year,
but the cost of
benefits has risen

15.aJJl..clalma...
$1.6 billion

Vietnam Era
The most costly group
of vets, due In part to a
much higher incidence
of mental problems and
health Issues related
to widespread exposure
to Agent Orange

Peralan Gulf War i!ra
A high rate of diagnosed problems
among the mlllions who served
during and after the first Gulf War
accounts for this high number;
newly accepted claims related
to Gulf War Illness will only add
to the total

1.1 mllllon claims
$15.4 billion

831,665 claims
$8.1 bllllon

Afghanletan and Iraq
About half a million veterans
from these ongoing wars nearly one-third who have
served - have flled claims
so far, and that number is likely
to rise In the coming decades

178,833 claims
$1 .1 bllllon

-------PeactttlmefOther

Clalme
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U

Co.t

7.2%

·1·u1

5.8

627,367 20,3%

la.1 j
Amount of benefits

Veterans receiving benefits

In billlons

In millions

$28,0 $3o.3
$23.4 $26.6 ..

s34•3

$5.7 bllllon 16.6%

I

Benefit cost per veteran
In thousands

$19.5 $20.6

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Change,2003·09:+7&0/o

Change,2003-09:+24°/o

Graphic: Chicago Tribune

Soorce:T(lbune analysla of U.S. Department of Veteran& Affairs Data

reached. through the office
of Veteran Services or
through the Arena.
Tutoring will be offered
in these study rooms
through the Student Academic Resource Center's
office. The rooms will also
be available for reservations,
much like the study rooms
in the hbrary.
'We hear students complain about not having a
study space near the Towers," Middlekauff said.
"There are only so many
spots in the library."

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
,. '
Change, ioo3.09 +41%

Middlekauff says he
hopes the new office and
study spaces will not only
help veterans but also
SARC and the businesses in
and around the arena.
This new office should
further ensure UCF's continued presence among the
top 15 percent of G.I. Jobs
magazine's national list of
the most "military friendly
schools" whose recruiting
programs · and veterans
services are the most
embracing of veteran
turned students.

0 2010MCT

, In November, Veteran
• Services will move to
its new location, left,
in the Arena for at
least four years.
EMRE KELLY /
CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

.,
There's so much in life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and sm all.
And Walt Disney World"' Resort m akes it easy for you to m agnify those moments.

•

Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what m agic is waiting especially for Florida Residents.
M ake this the year to dream big . .. wish h ard ... and celebrate at the place where dreams come true .

.,<i ~.
( .14 .\

Whatwill you celebrate?
~~~fWorld
'll!kre dreams a,me true
As ro Disney propercies/arrwork: ©D isney
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POLL: LOVE OR HATE THE COLUMNS? LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK, GO TO WWWUU·NfWS.C01vl.
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Rooney staying, signs through 2014
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

.

MARLINS FIRE GONZALEZ AS
MANAGER, LOOK TO OTHERS
BALTIMORE - Fredi Gonzalez was
fired as manager ofthe Florida Marlins
on Wednesday, with the team owner
saying "we can do better and be better:'
The Marlins are 34-36 following a
win over Baltimore on Tuesday night.
Florida began the day in fourth place in
the NL East, 7? games behind firstplace Atlanta.
Edwin Rodriguez, who has spent the
past 1? seasons as manager ofTriple-A
New Orleans, takes over as manager on
an interim basis.
Also fired were bench coach Carlos
Tosca and hitting coach Jim Presley.
They were replaced on an interim basis
by Brandon Hyde and John Mallee.
"We owe it to our fans to put this
team in the best possible position to
win;' owner Jeffrey Loria said in a
statement. "Everyone knows how Ifeel
about winning. That's the reason we're
making this change:'
Gonzalez did not immediately return
a phone call or a text message seeking
comment.
In three-plus seasons as the Marlins'
manager, Gonzalez was 276-279.
Before the 2009 season, he received a
contract extension through 2011.
Gonzalez is the third manager to lose
his job this season. The others are Dave
Trembley at Baltim_ore and Trey Hillman
at Kansas City.
When last season ended, Gonzalez's
job was considered in jeopardy because
Loria was upset that the Marlins failed
to make the playoffs, although they
finished 12 games above .500 with the
smallest payroll in baseball. Several
times this year Loria denied Gonzalez
should be worried about his job
security, most recently at the start of,a
trip May 7 in Washington.
But at the start of spring training,
Loria had made it clear he had high ·
hopes this season.
"Iexpect us to make the playoffs;'he
said. ''We've got all the ammunition we

'

Terry Rooney is staying
at UCF, at least through
the 2014 season.
Amid rumors of a possible interest in the head
coaching vacancy at Notre
Daine, Rooney signed a
contract extension with
the Knights, ending speculation that the two-year
head coach could bolt for
the Fighting Irish.
"I ain really excited
about continuing on as
head baseball coach here
at UCF;' Rooney said in a
phone interview. ''I feel we
have accomplished quite a
bit the first two years here
with our coaching staff,
· and I think the future is
extremely bright. When I

accepted this job two
years ago, we certainly had
high expectations to continue to elevate our baseball prograin to the highest level
"I feel we are on our
way to do that, and I ain
very pleased and feel very
fortunate that the administration feels the saine
way."
Rooney, who won 33
gaines in 2010 and led the
Knights to 10 wins in Conference USA play, the
most since the Knights
joined C-USA in 2005, was
a rumored candidate for
the Notre Daine position
but said this contract
shows how committed he
is to staying in Orlando.
"The only thing I'm
going to say in reference to

CFFARCHIVE

Terry Rooney led UCF to 33 wins in 2010, the most for the program since winning 42 games in 200S before joining C-USA.

that is obviously, I ain very
excited to be here at UCF,"
Rooney said. "I think the
contract certainly demon-

strates the commitment
that I have to be here long
term. That's what I set out
to do when I accepted this

position was to be here
and build this program to
PLEASE SEE

TRIBBLE ON A7

need'.'

That comment ratcheted up
expectations for a team that outscored
opponents by six runs last season and
made no major offseason additions.
Payroll this season is about $45 million,
the highest since 2005 but still thirdlowest in the NL

DAVE MARTIN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kentucky PG John Wall is the consensus No.1 pick to the Washington Wizards on most draft boards entering tonight's 2010 NBA Draft.As for the Magic and Heat, they'll have options to improve their teams.

RAYS OWNER TO EXPLORE
NEW SITES FOR BALLPARK

•
•
•
•

ST. PETERSBURG- Rays owner
Stuart Sternberg wants to explore
potential sites for a new ballpark .
throughout the Tampa Bay area,
reiterating his belief that downtown St.
Petersburg is not aviable location for a
replacement for Tropicana Field.
Although hedid not rule out the
prospect of remaining in Pinellas
County, the owner called Monday for
regional talks that would include
discussions about alternative in
neighboring Tampa and Hillsborough
County.
"I know the facts aretoo persuasive
to ignore. Baseball will not work long
term in downtown St. Petersburg,"said
Sternberg, who read aseven-minute
statement but did not take questions
during a newconference. "And Iknow
thatthe Rays wantto remain in Tampa
Bay:'
The club's lease at Tropicana Field
runs through 2027. Sternberg has said
repeatedly that the Rays will not be
playing in the domed stadium on the
edge of downtown when that
agreement expires.
Despite owning the best record in
baseball for most of this season, the
Rays rank 23rd in the major leagues in
home attendance, drawing an average
of 22,301 per game.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

2010 NBA Draft could breathe new Agood draft important in Heat's
hope into Orlando Magic franchise chances of re-signing D-Wade
There are a lot
leaving us with a
of reasons to be
more than a few
disappointed ifyou
questions as to the
are an Orlando
legitimacy of their
Magic fan.
roster's composiComing of its
tion. .
Thursday
second consecubrings the NBA
tive 59-win season,
Draft, a day that,
the teain was
PADRICK BREWER
ideally, can breathe
unceremoniously
StaffWriter
new hope into a
ousted from the
playoffs by the Boston Celtics, franchise.
Here's a look at what the
which essentially fielded the
same squad as it did last season, Magic have going for them headwhen the Magic beat Boston in ing into the draft.
seven games to advance to the
Eastern Conference Finals.
What the team has
Here's what we know: OrlanBut the Magic were indeed
exposed this time around. The do has the best center in the
team floundered against its first league in Dwight Howard.
taste of quality
That remains the one staunch
competitruth of the teain, regardless of
tion,
whether his teammates are
making their shots or
if the defense is showing up.
Howard is what
the team will be built
around for the foreseeable future, and
that, of course, will
influence what the
PLEASE SEE

MAGIC ON AB

Four
years
their
resigning
removed from an
heart and soul,
NBA title and the
Wade.
dynamic duo of
Let's be honest,
Dwyane Wade and
Wade's been a
Shaquille O'Neal,
one-man wrecking
it's safe to say the
crew for the Heat
Miami Heat need
the past two seato rebuild.
sons (no, I don't
RYAN BASS
So as ThursSports Editor
consider Jermaine
day's 2!)10 NBA
O'Neal or Mario
Draft will bleed optimism i,nto a Chalmers a valid sidekick), and
Heat franchise, it's important to they have been a playoff teain in
note that these moves
the Eastern Conference.
could impact the
Oh, 'and they still made the
Heat's chances of
playoffs in those seasons, and
Wade almost led them to the
next round.
But this teain needs help,
and that comes in the form of
four picks in the draft that
could hold one of the pieces to
Wade re-signing with Miami.

What the team has

MIAM!.,

HEAT

Mario Chalmers, Michael
Beasley and Daequan Cook.
That's all that's left on the
Heat's roster, as 10 p1ayers
become unrestricted free agents
July 1, and that's not saying
much.
PLEASE SEE

HEAT ONAB
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Sports briefs

Miller named to N~~ .list
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

CFF ARCHIVE

Rooney was linked to be a possible candidate for the Notre Dame head coaching
job but committed to UCF on Monday with a new deal through 2014.

,Tribble has faith
in Rooney's vision
FROM

..

,.

A6

the upper echelon in the
country, and we are on our
way to doing that."
Under Rooney, the
Knights improved their
win total by ll games in
2010.
He brought in the No. 4ranked recruiting class
prior to the season. and the
program saw arguably it's
best offensive season ever
under the head coach.
''I am very pleased with
the progress of our baseball program under coach
Rooney," UCF Director of
Athletics Keith Tribble
said in a release. "We've
continually improved during his first two seasons at
UCF, both academically
and athletically. With his
exceptional
recruiting,
we've established ourselves as a program that
can now compete for our
conference championship
in·upcoming seasons."
.As for Rooney, he .says
it's important to have management in place that
believes in the vision he
has for the program.
''We talk about it all the
time, you are only as good
and successful as the people that you ai:e around,"

Rooney said. ''I just feel so
fortunate to have the
administration here that
we do in Keith llibble and
[Senior Associate Athletic
Director for Internal Operations] David Hansen. two
people that are tremendous supporters of our
program. It's great to know
that people here in the university, the community and
nationally see the direction
this baseball program is
going."
Despite being on the
road recruiting, Rooney
has been trying to make
time to watch some of the
matchups in the College
World Series.
It's a place he's familiar
with and hopes he can lead
his team there under the
span of his new contract.
·~ytime I get a chance
to watch the World Series I
certainly do," Rooney said
"It's a place that I've been
and certainly a place I hope
to bring our baseball program to. Like I said, I want
our kids to embrace that
and I want people to
embrace that here in our '
baseball program. To have
a chance to see those outstanding teams compete I
hope gives our players
motivation."

Bruce
Miller
is
arguably the best player
on UCF's defense.
Now, he's been recognized as one of the best
defensive players in the
nation.
Miller was named to
the national Watch List for
the Bronko Nagurski Trophy, which is given annually to the nation's top
defensive player.
The Knights' defensive
end enters the 2010 season
as the nation's career
leader in sacks (27) and
career tackles for loss
(44). He has already been
named to several preseason All-American teams.
In 2009, Miller had one
of the best years for a
defensive player in program history. He recorded
13 sacks and 18 tackles for
loss on his way to winning

the 2009 Conference USA son and a trip to their third
Defensive Player of the bowl game in school history - a 45-24 loss to RutYear Award.
the Knights
Miller isn't just in the gers top of the nation with his received some recognicareer sacks, but he's near tion for their upcoming
the best in the state of squad
In its college football
Florida as well. His 27
magazine
career sacks tie UF's Alon- , preview
zo Johnson for the ninth- released Tuesday, Yahoo!
most ever by an FBS play- Sports ranked UCF as the
best team in Conference
er in the state.
Miller helped the USA'.s East Division Knights to the No. 4- second in the conference
ranked defense in the behind Houston - and
51st best in the country.
nation in 2009.
The magazine, released
He is responsible for
arguably the play that annually, also selected as
turned the Knights season the Nov. 5 contest
around, forcing a fumble between the Knights and
against Marshall quarter- the Cougars as the the
back Brian Anderson in game of the year for Cthe fourth quarter of a USA
That
late-season
home game on Nov. I that
helped the Knights grab matchup will pit UCF
the come-from-behind against the team it upset
last season for the
victory.
Knights' first victory
Yahoo! ranks UCF tops in East against a ranked team, and
Coming off an 8-5 sea- the game will be televised

onESPN2.

Cashman adds two reauits
UCF tennis head
coach Brian Cashman
added two more talented
players to an already
impressive
recruiting
class.
Francese Aulina of
Spain and Leonel Vivas of
Venezuela will join the
Knights' roster in the fall.
Aulina was recently
ranked in the top 150 in
the Spanish men's open
national rankings, and
Vivas was ranked as high
as No. 2 in Venezuela in
the boys 16s and the boys
18s junior rankings when
he was in the country.
UCF's recruiting class,
which includes such
names
as
Matthew
Zachary and Matthew
Gladstone, was recently
listed as the No. 26 class
in the country by tennisrecruiting.net.

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Bruce Miller, who was named to the Bronko Nagurski Trophy watch list, helped lead UCF to a No.4-ranked defense in 2009 with his 13 sacks and 18 tackles for loss.
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Magic need shot creaters Heat need help everywhere
FROM

AB

FROM

Magic do in the draft.
For better or worse,
Orlando is also saddled
with Rashard Lewis,
Vmce Carter and Jameer
Nelson, a workable supporting cast, to be sure,
but one that could use an
upgrade.

Biggest need
The biggest need for
Orlando is someone who
can create his own shot.
Nelson should spend a
lot of quality time during
the offseason to shore up
his passing, but when you
look at the roster, there is
not a sure-fire playmaker
to be found
Sure, J.J. Redick is nice
to have running around
the court and coming off
screens, and Carter can
perform serviceably once
every 15 games or so.
But Redick is a shooter
with good cardio and
Carter is, well, I guess he
is a basketball player, but
neither of them are the
ones who will be able to
help when the perimeter
shots aren't falling and
double teams are swarming Howard

Potential picks
Picking so late in the
draft - the 29th and 59th
picks in the draft, with
seemingly no inclination
to trade them - the
options for improvement
are limited.
Ideally,
Oklahoma
Sta~e's James Anderson
would fall into their laps,
but that won't happen.
But Jordan Crawford,
from Xavier, could be
available, and if so, the
Magic should snap him
up.
Scouts and analysts say
one of Crawford's weaknesses is that he is only
effective with the ball in
his hands, which, fortunately, is exactly what

PHELAN EBENHACK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Orlando Magic's Dwight Howard reacts during the second half of Game S
against the Boston Celtics during the NBA Eastern Conference basketball finals.

Orlando needs.
Another possibility is a
somewhat local pick that
those in black and gold
may not be too thrilled
about: Dominique Jones
fromUSF.
Jones can't shoot like
Crawford, nor can he get
to the basket and finish
like Crawford, but he is
much better without the
ball and would be a fme
Nate
Robinson-esque
player off the bench.
Even if Georgia Tech
power forward Gani
Lawal or Florida State's
Solomon Alabi were available,
Orlando
has
absolutely no need for
another post player with
its first-round pick.
With Howard, Marcin
. Gortat - for now Brandon Bass and Ryan
Anderson all under contract for 2010-11, it would
be a waste to pick another
player of that ilk to a guar-

ax;iteed deal.
And if there were any
truth to the floated
rumors of sending Carter
and Nelson to New
Orleans for Chris Paul, the
need for a scoring twoguard becomes paramount.
Given Orlando's drafting prowess - or, rather,
the lack thereof - the
past few seasons, it's no
guarantee the Magic will
come away with the player they want, or a player
who actually stays with
the team.
But Magic fans should
feel good about the team's
future whatever draft day
brings, because they are
still built to win a lot of
games.
And there are worse
things in the world than
being a fan of one of the
top foµr~ teams in the
league:1Yoy could be a fan .
ofthe Miaini.Heat.
~: .

A6

The Heat just exercised
their option on Chalmers,
keeping him as the point
guard at least for one more
season.
Beasley has been anything but consistent since
Miami selected him with
the No. 2 pick two years
ago.
Actually, he's been
more productive off the
court and has caused
headaches on the court as
_a player that has underproduced and hasn't grown
into the player Pat Riley
thought he would be when
they selected him.
As
for Cook, he's
another guy that has been
a double-edged sword for
the Heat, playing solid
minutes one night and
underperforming another.
But with Cook, you
know you're going to get
solid production off the
bench and a quality 3point shooter.

Biggest need
It's no secret that ever
since the Heat sent
Shaquille
O'Neal
to
Phoenix in 2008 that they
have been missing that
inside presence.
They brought in anoth-

by John Wall, who will be
the No. 1 overall selection
by the Washington Wizards, but don't underestimate him.
He's a quick and physical point guard who focuses on his defense, exactly
the type of player Riley is
looking to insert into the
lineup.
Don't be surprised if
Riley does look to immediate options and take
Daniel Orton out of :E;:entucky or Solomon Alabi
out of FSU, as both are
NBA-ready at the center
position.
The second round
becomes a crapshoot, but
Miami does feature backto-back picks at 41 and 42.
Expect a center and
power forward to come off
the board here, probably
Potential picks
With one first-round Jerome Jordan out of Tulsa
pick and three selections and forward Tiny Gallon
in the second round, the out of Oklahoma. With
Heat could wind up any- their .final pick at 48, I
where with the kind of expect the Heat to find a
players they could bring steal like they did with
Chalmers a few yeao; ago
in.
At pick No. 18, I think and grab a guy like Greivis
Miami goes with a promis- Vasquez, the talented
ing player then the most guard out of Maryland
Just rememl;>er, as
pressing need.
Look for Kentucky you're watching the Heat's
guard Eric Bledsoe to be draft keep Wade in mind
You know Riley will be
the pick here.
He was overshadowed doing the same.
er O'Neal, Jermaine, but
he's been injured, and he's
not the same player from
years past.
Miami
desperately
needs an inside presence
to take all the pressure
away from Wade and give
him a target down low.
But center isn't the only
area the Heat could use
help in. Outside of Wade,
assuming he re-signs, the
Heat have needs at every
single position.
Beasley
isn't
the
answer, Udonis Haslem is
expected to leave and take
more money elsewhere
and Chalmers could use
some grooming, so look
for Miami to be all over the
place in an attempt to fill
needs.
·
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Miami Heat's Dwyane
Wade,left,and son
Zaire sit courtside
during the third
quarter in Game S of
the NBA basketball
finals between the
Boston Celtics and
the Los Angeles
Lakers on Sunday,
June 13, in Boston.
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The ·social and Firestone Live
welcome genres of all kinds
ALEXANDER YOUNGBLOOD
Contributing Writer

Orlando has played host to both nationally renowned and locally pr!
musical acts.
Located throughout the city, the venues that host these artists hav
become local hangout spots for many UCF students. Two downtown venues
provide live concerts for the UCF population's diverse taste in music in two
very different settings.

Firestone Live
Firestone Live is Orlando's oldest and largest downtown venue.
Formerly known as Club Firestone,
the site was renovated two years
ago and changed from a club format
to a pure concert and private party
venue. The name change reflects
the new atmosphere Firestone Live
wants patrons to feel
· "There's really no comparison to
any other venues," said Tom Davis,
the marketing manager for Firestone Live. "If you like great live
music, being downtown, and being
in an intimate venue, then Firestone
Live is for you."
Firestone Live has a capacity of
1,530 but still manages to keep an
intimate setting through its design.
The main concert hall features
two full bars. For concert-goers, the
stage is set up high, so no matter
where you are in the venue, you will
have a view of the band
While the venue is large, it is a
good idea to arrive early, as lines are
known to form before the doors
open. .
"I grew up in Orlando and have
been to all the venues countless
times," said Travis Slavens, a junior
majoring in digital media. "I prefer
Firestone, because it is bigger than
all the other venues."
·we·are very multi-faceted as far
as genres go," Davis said.
Firestone Live has attracted multiple big names from many genres.
Whether it be Lil Wayne and
Coolio for the hip-hop lovers,
Dinosaur jr. for the rockers, Passion
Pit for indie fans or bands like
GWAR ·for those into heavy metal,
Firestone is likely to bring someone
you like to town.
This year, Firestone Live is hosting the Vans Warped Tour for
Orlando in the Firestone Amphitheater directly behind the main building.
The traveling punk and alternative rock fest features a slew of bands and
will be taking place all day July 25th.
Weekly concerts take place every Friday and Sunday although there are
other concerts and events that take place other nights and in the day. There
is also a Ladies Night every Thursday.
"Firestone Live has become a destination," Davis said, "not just a driveby."
If you want more information on Firestone _Live and upcoming concerts
visit firestonelive.net.
Tickets are sold through Ticketmaster as well as at the Firestone Live ticket office, which charges no service fees, located directly behind the venue.

The Social
Located in the middle of Downtown Orlando, The Social provides a small
.PLEASESEE
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Grown Ups' gags long in the tooth
MATT'REINSTETLE
Staff Writer

It feels like it's been a
while since "good movie"
and Adam Sandler have
been said in the same sentence.
Sandler's latest film,
Grown Ups, is another big
Hollywood comedy to feature an all-star cast, but it
feels that this lineup is
really desperate for a hit.
Along with Sandler, the
film stars Chris Rock,
Kevin James, David Spade
and Rob Schneider.
This cast feels more
like a sports team assembling a collection of aging
veterans for one last shot
at a championship.
And just like many of
those teams, this film falls
short of greatness.
The story is about five
childhood friends · who
reunite after 30 years at
the funeral of their youth
basketball coach during
Fourth ofJuly weekend.
Sandler plays a Holly- .
wood agent who is married to a fashion designer,
played by Salma Hayek.
Rock is a stay-at-home
dad, James is a father to a
4-year-old that still breast
feeds, Spade is the single
guy who never .grew up
and Schneider is a sensitive vegan married to a
woman 20 years older
than him.
After the funeral, the
plot goes on cruis~ control
as the parents deal with
their family problems and
the opposing team that
Sandler's crew defeated in
a basketball championship that won't let the
loss go.
I understand being
upset over losing a championship game, but holding a grudge over a youth
game that happened 30
years ago is petty, even by
low-brow humor standards.

....

Courtesy Twentieth Century Fox

KNIGHT AND DAY (PG-13)
Alonely woman whose seemingly
harmless blind date suddenly turns
her life upside-down when asuper
spy takes her on a violent worldwide
journey to protect apowerful battery
that holds the key to an infinite ·
power source.
Directed by: James Mangold
Starring: Tom Cruise, cameron Diaz, Peter

...,.
Sarsgaard, Maggie Grace, Paul Dano

Grown Ups

(PG-13) 12:15 1:10 2:45 4:15 5:10 7:05 7:45
9:4010:1512:15am

Knight and Day
(PG-13) 11:45am 12:351:15 2:253:404:30
S:05 6:40 7:20 8:00 9:lS 10:0510:4011:55

Jonah Hex
(PG-13) 12:2oi:J55:008:0510:1012:2oam

ToyStory3

•

(G) 12:051:50 2:40 4:25 5:15 7:00 7:50 9:35
10:2512:lDam

Toy Story 3 in Disney Digital 30
(G) 11:40am 1102:15 3:554:506:30715
9:0510:0011:40

TheA-Team
(PG-13) 11:50am 12:45 2:30 3:30 5:10 6:45
8:109:3010:5012:10am

,,

The Karate Kid (2010)
(PG) 11 :35am 1215 2:50 4:05 6:35 7:15 9:45
10:20

Get Him to the Greek
(Rl 12:55 4107:15 9:5012:25am

TRACY BENN ITT / COLUMBIA PICTURES-SONY

Maya Rudolph, left, and Chris Rock and part of Grown Ups' ensemble cast that delivers nothing but tepid jokes.

Any non-razzing jokes
As for the jokes, they
fall flat, because most of
are uninspiring.
A majority of the jokes . them were either shown
come from each of the in the trailers or were
stars ripping on each extremely predictable.
other in a manner any
There
are
funny
group of friends would.
. moments but no punch
This works because lines, set-piece jokes or
you can tell that the cast catchphrases to think of.
have been friends for a
I chuckled a couple of
long time - four of the times, but nothing made
five were on Saturday me laugh.
Night Live and have been
The shining star in the
in several movies togeth- laughter
department
er.
comes from Steve Busce-

mi's cameo.
Buscemi's "charming"
good loqks and injury gags
were the most consistently funny parts of the film.
It .is a shame that the
stars of this movie are
starting to look like they
hav:e lost a step, especially
Sandler.
2009's Funny People,
which hyped an all-star
comedy cast, was a massive disappointment, and
Grown Ups falls short of

Killers

,,,

(PG-13) 12:10 4:107:4010:10

•••••
Grown Ups

Mannaduke
(PG) 12:00 2:20 4:55 7:10 91511:45

Director: Dennis Dugan

Princeof Persia:TheSandsofTnne

Stars:Adam Sandler, Kevin James,
Chris Rock, David Spade, Rob
Schneider

,.,,,

(PG-13) 1:004:407:5510:45

Sex and the Chy 2
(R) 12:40 3:507:3010:35

Starts Friday in select theaters

, j'\

Shrek Forever After

the mark Funny People set.
If you are a fan of any of
the five stars, you will get
a couple of chuckles but
none that will stay fresh
after you leave the movie
theater.

(PG) 1:05 4:356:5591011:50

Robirillood
(PG-13) 12:30 3:35 6:50 9'55

lronMan2
(PG-13) 12:50 4:00 7:3510:30

- listings for Friday, June 25

FREE
ADMISSION

,1 .

June 25 7:05pm
June 26 7:05pm
June 27 12:05pm

FLORIDA PRIDE
vs
TENNESSEE
DIAMONDS

.,

..

I

2004
Olympic Gold Medalist
Cat Osterman
t:

.*First 200 fans at the gate with this Ad
receive FREE ADMISSION.
Watch the Pride at ESPN Wide World of Sports
July 22-25 and July 29-August .1
a
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Advocacy groups are a way to get students' voices heard
TYLER GILLESPIE
• Columnist

Last week, I received an
e-mail from the Office of
Students Rights and
Responsibilities about the
Golden Rule Review Committee.
They're now accepting
applications for the 2010-ll
school year. I, for one,
think that everyone should

apply.
With UCF's increasingly rapid expansion, student advocacy groups are
becoming extremely
important.
These groups help
determine the way in
which the university
addresses procedural

issues regarding students.
With UCF's enrollment
of more than 53,000, some
students may feel that
their per~;onal needs in the
academic realm are not
being properly addressed.
A large public university is kind of like a corporation. And with any large

Venues draw acts from everywhere
FROM

A9

yet very personal concert
for attendees. Despite its
size, the
venue
is
renowned nationwide arid
attracts many big-name
acts.
"We regularly see
national and internationally touring talent" said Laurin Fedora, the marketing
manager of The S_ocial.
"Due to the intimate setting and layout of The
Social, many bands enjoy
playing the club when they
might be better suited for a
larger venue."
'
The setting of the club
features a stage that is
about waist level, so performers regularly jump off,
prance around and interact
with the crowd.
"Even standing back by
the bar, you're still only 20
feet away," Fedora said.
"On occasion, a singer will
wander through the club
and hop up on the bar for a
song."
"It's really small, so if
you're lucky enough to get
a ticket you're really close
to the performances," said
Kortni Watkins, a senior·
micro and molecular biology major. "It has a great
atm.osphere."
The venue plays host to
many different acts and
genres of music, "including

l

Hip-Hop act 2Live Crew performs at Firestone Live in July of 2007.

reggae, dub, hardcore,
punk, rock, singer/songwriter and occasionally
country. Every Tuesday
night The Social. features
resident hip-hop, acid jazz
house artists Phat-n-Jazzy.
'Toe sound is arguably
the best of any live music
venue downtown," Fedora
said.
Over the years, the venue
has hosted many bands who
now have too many fans for ·
the venue, but these bands

still come to Orlando
because of their great experiences at The Social
To allow these bands to
play for all their Orlandobased fans, The Social
works with other venues in
the Orlando area to make
sure.all fans get to see the
act.
"We take these acts to a
number of other local venues including the Plaza
Theatre, Hard Rock Live
and House of Blues," Fedo-

conglomerate, a bureau- idiosyncrasies.
cratic, red-taped system
In other words, your
is usually enacted in
biggest advocate is
order to provide necesyourself.
sary channels of upward
But when there is a
communication.
procedural discrepancy,
While this type of
whether it's in the
system may provide
financial aid departofficials and directors
ment or the advising
with an adequate way of office, students must
dealing with routine
have some kind of
problems, it can also
recourse.
make students feel like
UCF has a lot of
just·another faceless
great professionals and
number in the institueducators, but one bad
experience _; be it with
tion.
an adviser or professor
You know, the left
hand doesn't know what - may ruin the whole
the right foot is doing,
college experience.
Student advocacy
or something like that.
In such a system, stu- groups such as the
dents must have some
Golden Rule Review
way of expressing their
Committee can help
disputes in order to gain make sure that students
retribution.
don't get left
Throughout my five
behind.
Organizyears at UCF, I've heard
all types of complaints
ing committees
from my friends and
for more
expressed some myself
internalmonitoring
about the student's role
in the university's progroups
ceedings.
not only
helps the
Some warranted and
others probably not.
student
I'm sure anyone
body, but
reading this, who
they also
attends a large public
help the
institution, could think
university,
of some example applibecause
cable to their life.
more advocacy
People might say,
"You [kids] need to
groups on
grow up. You can't
campus
expect someone to hold can ensure
your hand through the · students'
college process."
rights aren't
But there is a differsystematicalence between being
ly being violatlazy or ignorant and
ed.
Potentially, this can
being overlooked.
. Yes, we as students
make students happier
must make ourselves
with their overall colleaware of the university's giate experiences.
policies.
Expressing student
There are plenty of
concerns in the instituresources on campus
tion helps refine the
that can help students
system.
become more conscious
We gotta fight, for
of the university's many our right ... to· graduate.

rasaid.
The Social is then able
to bring back bands like
The National (whose only .
Florida appearance is
through ·Toe Social) and
reggae act Slightly Stoopid.
·Due to the size of the
venue, it is best to buy tick- .
ets e·arly, because shows
frequently sell out.
If you would like more
information on The Social
and upcoming concerts
visit thesocialorg.
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Off-color speech
should.be fine
N

ote to self: If you
ever decide to talk
smack about your
boss, try not to do it to a
Rolling Stone reporter. It
could cost you your job.
On second thought, go
ahead and do so, especially
if he's really asking for it.
On Tuesday, the uproar
started after some unsavory
comments were made by
Gen. Stanley A. McChrystal
and his team about President Barack Obama's
administration and his decisions over the Afghanistan
war to reporter Michael
Hastings.
By unsavory, we mean
McChrystal was being
down-right honest, in his
own signature military Patton-esque way.
Most of the comments
cited were ones that were
made off-handedly, and in
personal conversations,
while McChrystal was surrounded by a small group of
his aides.
If you haven't read the
article and are wondering
what were some of the
comments that is causing all
of this ruckus, here are
some examples:
'½re you asking about
Vice President Biden?"
McChrystal says with a
laugh, "Who's that?"
"Biden?" suggests a top
adviser. "Did you say: Bite
Me?"
Another example was
when a McChrystal aide
called National Security

Adviser Jim Jones a
"clown."
A clown?
Really?
Sure clowns are frightening but, to us, not a good
enough reason for
McChrystal to lose his job
at such a pivotal time in the ·
war. But he lost it anyway,
of course, because Obama is
one sensitive cat.
And in to replace him
comes Gen. David Petraeus
... again, the same general
who was in charge of coalition forces in Iraq.
McChrystal's comments
may not have been tactful,
but at least he didn't lie.
If anything, he helped
give the American public
some understanding of
what he feels is working and not working - in
Afghanistan.
It's strange to us that
McChrystal got all this heat
for being honest to the
American public about his
thoughts on the Obama
administration.
1
The man was chosen by Obama, by the way for his position because of
his knowledge on how to
run wars, not his professionalism or charm.
He is an experienced
expert on the situation in
Afghanistan, so why should
he be condemned for giving
his opinion?
We m ean really, the arti-'
de mentions how McChrystal's favorite movie is Talladega Nights and his

favorite beer is Bud Light
Lime.
Clearly, he's not the
embodiment of class and
sophistication.
Not to mention the article was from Rolling Stone,
which is a reputable publication, but much of its political coverage is aimed for
shock value.
We guess it worked well
this time.
Besides, is now really a
time to hand over the
responsibility of this war to
another general?
We're facing an unrealistic deadline and American
soldiers are losing their
lives.
Let's put his "poor word
choice" aside for a second.
McChrystal spoke to the
media about why he thinks
the war is not going to be
won by allowing the CIA to
use drones.
As general, he feels winning the war isn't feasible at
this current stage.
The man didn't admit to
some gigantic scandal or try
to cover anything up.
If this hadn't happened
to a president of celebrity
status, more people would
be on McChrystal's side.
We question why there's
so many questions when
someone within the administration questions the
administration.
Say that 10 times fast, but
don't let it get published in
Rolling Stone, or else Obama
may fire you.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; w~ may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or faxthem to 407-4414556.
. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
.

Don't iWaste
your_old phones
I

•
•

f you were smart and
ahead of the game, it's
possible you're reading
this stance on your brand
spankin' new iPhone 4.
Try not to let the drool
drip on your new screen,
even though we're positive
there's an application that
can wipe that up for you.
Thursday is a momentous
day for all of Steve Jobs'
minions, because many p eople felt that it was time for a
new phone.
Not out of necessity, but
out of sh eer want.
Nobody can resist the
temptation of newer, faster
technology.
It's completely n atural to
want the latest gizmo or
gadget that Apple or any
other company has to offer.
And with the way technology is advancing, we're
only going to replace our
electronics faster and faster
each year.
What's the expression?
Gotta keep up with the
Jones'?
No harm in that.
While you download all
your n ew apps, music and
phone numbers, we do have
a request.
If you have yet to do anything with your old phone,
we ask that you dispose of it
responsibly.
Ensure that it is being

,,

recycled or, if it is still working, being put to use by
someone who is in need of a
cell phone but may not have
the means to buy a $400
phone that can do everything, anything and then
some.
Cell phones are made
from materials that can be
harmful to the environment
when they are not disposed
of properly.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency,
recycling cell phones saves
en ergy by keeping usable
materials out oflandfills.
Cell phones are made
from materials like metals,
copper and plastic.
These materials require
energy to mine and manufacture. When cell phones
are recycled, they are conserved so that new products
maybe made.
Recycling your cell phone
will also help reduce greenhouse emissions and con- ·
serve natural resources.
Just b ecause w e are a
nation of materialism does
not mean that we h ave to be
one of waste.
Recycling or donating
your phone is such an easy
way to h elp the environment
that we can't help but wonder why someone wouldn't
do it. It's almost as bad as
people who will ~ow trash

~·

or cigarette buds on the
ground when there's a trash
can three feet away. The little things make all the difference.
Recycling your cell phone
is definitely a less time consuming - and cheaper way to be green than to
change every light bulb in
your house or buy all-natural cleaning products.
If you're lucky enough to
afford an iPhone, then it's
not going to hurt you to .
make this one simple step
for Mother Nature.
We don't want to sound
pushy, we just think it's silly
to be wasteful
There are a myriad of
websites for which one can
use to recycle his or h er
phone or donate it to a charity that gives cell phones to
the needy. The resources are
there, all it takes is a little
initiative.
Be careful though some of these websites are
scams that just want to sell
the guts of your old phone.
Some legit ones are:
www.eco-cell.com or
www.cellphonesforsoldiers.c
om. .
It's likely that your current or previous cell phone
company works in conjunction with a program that will
recycle your phone.
All it takes is asking.

__)
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NATE BEELER /THEWASHINGTONEXAMINER

Don't buy the hype:

Modesty still valuable
the reaction of200 people
I was shocked when I
is not enough to deterread the headline
'Women find modesty an
mine how all or even
unattractive trait in men''
most women feel about
from an article on the
anything.
Since there is not a betwebsite Asylwn.
I am a woman, and I
ter study of how women
feel about modest men, I
definitely disagree with
that headline. In addition,
thought we could focus
on why it is important for
I know several women
who would likely dispute
JERRIANN SULLIVAN ladies to support these felthis so-called fact too.
lows. That is if these eluGuest Columnist
sive creatures even exist.
We will discuss the
reasons it is necessary to
The dictionary defines
appreciate modest men in a moment. modest as having or showing a modFirst, I would like to discuss an
erate or humble estimate of one's
important aspect, possibly the most
merits or importance..
important one, of this study: the lack
I have experienced a lot of men
talking at me - rather than to or
of actual women in it.
Videos of a man and a wQman
with me - about their brilliance. A
interviewing for a job were shown to less confident, more realistic assess200 people during the study, conment of their actual achievements
ducted by researchers from Rutgers
would be refreshing.
University.
It is similar to fmding $20 in your
Neither the man nor the woman
coat jacket; it is unexpected, and
were actual applicants for a job, they therefore you are pleasantly surwere actors reading a script, which
prised I would rather be impressed
called them to be as modest as possi- with someone's actions than being
ble.
disappointed because they sold me
The results showed that the
some pipe dream.
female applicants found the male
Modest doesn't mean meek or
actor to be less qualified for the job
mild The dictionary describes it as
being free from vanity, egotism,
because ofhis humble behavior.
I am not debating that the partici- boastfulness or great pretensions.-I
pants of the study found the male
am not sure I see what is wrong with
actor to be unattractive.
anyone being free from vanity.
That is not the point.
At the least it will save you some
What is crucial is that only 200
time while waiting to leave the
house, because the days of women
people were actually used to draw
the conclusion that women don't like always taking longer than men to
modest men - and they were not
primp are over.
even all women I have more than
Another cominon idea of mod200 female friends on Faceboook
esty is the absence of showy extravaHow many females I know gance, which is the trend right now
even though it outnumbers the study anyway.
With·the recession and high
participants greatly - doesn't give
us an accurate idea of how women
unemployment rate Americans have
feel about modest men, either.
been less ostentatious.
Not when there are more than 6
Whether you nodded or shook
your head while reading the Asylum
billion people on the planet.
headline it doesn't hurt to appreciate
The United States Census
Bureau's World Population Clock
modest behavior.
puts us at about 6.8 billion people.
Just don't be too proud of yourself
In my humble opinion, measuring while doing so.
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MAN ON THE STREET
THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'What do you think of
differential ·tuition?'
RACINE DAVIS

ERIN SAITTA

DEVIN MUCHA

Digital media, junior

Chemistry, grad student

Business, sophomore

"It doesn't affect me at all,
because I'm an athlete, and
athletics pays for my tuition."

"I get atuition waiver, so it
won't really affect ·me. But
how necessary is it to raisethe
price?"

''That'spretty crazy. I get
Bright Futures and grants
already, and Bright Futures
doesn't pay theincrease."

VERONICA ZAZZARO

PRAVIN NANAYAKKARA

Psychology,junior

Biology, senior

Communications, senior

"I think they should keep
tuition the samefor people
who already attend here.They
could just enforce it for new
stud~ ts."

''That soundshorrible. It doesn't benefit thestudents.We
already have to pay enough for
new things, but where isthe
extra m· ey going?"

"I think that really sucks.
Students comedown here
sometimesbecause it'smore
affordablethan other places."

WILLIAM WATSON

'
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ma::.1ers,a1~rd.ded. 112
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SER10US STUDENT
Room for rent in 4'2 home in q\iet
Alafaya Woods min from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broaclland. Fenced
Yard $550'mo. u1I. incl.
Call Zach 23&-789-6241

Room Avail for Senior-Orad
student Beeutifu 32JXlsqft,5BRhome, 10rm ID UCF, Lake
view, tuge closels, privale
fridge, clelri'lg servtce,pool,lr rten alnllcalls/cableW~
Included for $550.
Call: 407-401-0320.
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$589hncJih<xx.t g:> lower;
g..ara1ll8:I klwestprm Cal Matt
@

(321) 279-re99 br inh

It Really Works ...Compare and SAVE.
lre Oest at Wa1aford Lakes

mm,

·l..Loo.Jy Coo::b 21rf.h:J, w.t:I,
p::xli. Wffi rd.,$ 475tocmnate
Cal (407)247-6423

UCFiNE ORLANDO
Coonial Poi1e lLoo.Jy ~
1 & 2 BEmxms Free W/0, p::xli,
fitness CBlta', ~
2300 Eron Ci: 4(57~1
Pll'tially furn 1 bed 1 bath efflctency
apt Kitchen with ful size fridge and
micltJwave. Tenant is responsible
for 1/3 cost of elec & waa- payable
monthly. Property is located at 115
E. 81h St ctuuota FL 32766, A ~
fanily oriented location. approx.
15nin 1D UCF&SCC. Total due at
slgnl~ for lease $460, sec dep
$100, pets ok. Call 407-366&113

.,

Rooms avail for senior or
graduale student In imma::uate
32 home near UCF. $400tno. + 1/3
util. No pets please. Aval asap.
Call 407-700-6098.
Mf'WM11ld. 1 room available In
furnished 32 home on lake. ·
Welled Comm, 6 mins ID UCF.
$500tno Incl util Non&noker,
sec sys, pool & flemis.
Available In II l8dall!ly. Emiil
krlsten@Blgli'eeh:.net or
Cal 23!H07-4448

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $10C0 GROCERY
COUPON UNITTD BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATION Free
Mimrogams, Eireastea-cer nfo

www.wcf.i1lo FAEETc:,,w-g, Tax
DecldiJle, Non-Rl.lT19rS
~

. (888)468{i964.

PREGNANTAND OONSIDERit-G
ADOPTlON? ElrMcm ird Lisa

se reooyb a:q:t a, mm.

Cont!a !ibney Rebecx:a
Qtialero (A Ba-#2B857), fix
mere mmation. Please cal at
904-800-9552 CA' serd a, email b
rebecx;a@~.o::xn
Some expenses pad

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

1 9 6
Need Servers. Elq:Jerienre ~
~ Y<ilm Gcxxffella's i11he Pttlx
Plaza a, Alalaya & 50. Reicttl
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains t he d igits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

8

1 9

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

2

8 6 4

7

Soh:ition, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Chain of hills
6Top rating
9 Startle
14 Stay a step
ahead of
15 Tribe thatfought
the Navajo
16 Soaked
17 Beatles classic
19 China's Zhou
20 Covers
21 Very long time
22 Woofer's output?
23Codeword
24 Stevie Wonder
classic
26 Thor's father
28 Hot
29 What peddlers
peddle
31 Bank leader?
33 Genesis twin
37 "Annie" classic
40 Celebratory
feeling
41 Bit of
naughtiness
42Sharp
43 Dover domestic
45WWllgun
46 "Dirty Dancing"
classic
51 Coming-out
party?
54 American elk
55 Robert Morse
title role
56 Efficient
57 Two little words?
58 Sinatra classic,
and hint to
what's missing
from this
puzzle's other
classics
60 Snazzes (up)
61 A-line line
62 Offer, as one's
two cents
63 Hot meeting?
64 Source of iron
65 Church closings
DOWN
1 "Fantastic Mr
Fox" au1hor Dahl

By John Lampkin

2 Home to more
than a billion
3 Beating one
won, get you
anywhere
4 Half a 1950
musical
5 Center opening?
6 Teach privately
7 Centric opening
8At birth
9 Actress North,
once touted as
"the new Marilyn
Monroe"
10 Kind of man or
game
11 Namla lion
12 Fil(, as a slot
machine?
13Uplift
18 Night light
22Astringent
24 Bass or drum
25 Blast cause,
briefly
27 Some cops
29 Rug
30 Ga airport
31 Regular duty
32 James's creator
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Last issue solved
34 News promo
35 Take the stage·

47 In better health
46 Bond creator

36 Mandolin kin
38 As a friend, to Fifi
39 ''High Noon"
actress Jurado
44 Regular
alternative,
informally
45 X-rated stuff
46 Unexpected
climax

49 ' ... 0 , be some
_ name" : Juliet

50 Bowler's division
52 Puckish
53 Has56Astringent
compound
58 Nevertheless,
briefly
59 Baths

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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CONSTITUTIONGI RiS
INTERESTED IN BECOMIJ\G A
CONSTITVTION GIRL? ff ),OU se
a, i11elgErt, allrajjve and fit
femae between 1he eges of 18-35
v.to is passionate an.( 1he
~ of lter1y,1he lkred
States Constib.m1 ird 1he idea of
irrited g:ivemnent g:> b www.~ o : : x n b s::tmJe
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Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the

(enttal 1fotiba 1utuft
for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!
l888916S

New listings weekly!
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Do you want to get
. news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

·How D.o IText
·'UCFNEWS to 44636?
+J

I.

Grab your cell phone .

2.

Select messages on your
rnain menu

.6,,-

Reply A to set alert.
Write a new text message.
"UCFNEWS"
Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

5.

Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!

•
•
•
•

The"~t11oeritNewspoper at UCF since 1968
~

.

Receive FREE. real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword. like UCFNEWS,
P.J to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!

*Carrier text essaging rates apply _
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